1111 Craig Road

First Owner
Robert J. Schaefer

# OF STORIES
2 Front, 1 Back

BASEMENT
None

ROOF TYPE
Low gable, shingles

WALLS
Vertical Plank

PLAN SHAPE
L-Shaped

CHIMNEY
Center

CHIMNEY
Exterior

SILLS
Plain moulding

WINDOWS
Fixed

WINDOWS
2 Sash and Transom

ROOF TRIM
Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed
1202 Craig vale Court

First Owner
Robert G. DeVries

PLAN SHAPE
Rectangular (Horizontal)

PORCH
Stoop

BASEMENT
None

CHIMNEY
Side, Right

CHIMNEY
Exterior

CHIMNEY
Exterior

ROOF TYPE
Low gable, shingles

WALLS
Vertical Plank

# OF STORIES
1 Front, 2 Back

ROOF TRIM
Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed

MOULDING
Plain

EXT. SUPPORTS
Posts (Carport)

BASEMENT
None

CLERESTORY
WINDOWS
Fixed

WINDOWS
Horizontal sliding

EXTERIOR COLORS

Robert G. DeVries

EXTERIOR COLORS
1207 Craigvale Court

First Owner
Robert H. Cassell

**PLAN SHAPE**
Rectangular (Horizontal)

**BASEMENT**
None

**ROOF TYPE**
Low gable, shingles

**BASEMENT**
None

**MOULDING**
Plain

**# OF STORIES**
1 Front, 2 Back

**WALLS**
Vertical Plank

**CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION**
Stone, Broken Course

**CLERESTORY WINDOWS**
Fixed

**WINDOWS**
Horizontal sliding

**ROOF TRIM**
Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed

**EXTERIOR COLORS**

**CHIMNEY**
Side, Right

**EXTERIOR WALLS**
Vertical Plank

**STONE, BROKEN COURSE**

**CHIMNEY**
Exterior

**STONE, BROKEN COURSE**

**ROOF TRIM**
Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed
1211
Craigvale Court

First Owner
Cyrus F. Olian

EXTerior COLORS

Plan Shape
Rectangular (Horizontal)

Chimney
Side, Right

Exterior Construction
Stone, Broken Course

Roof Trim
Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed

Windows
Double Hung

Roof Type
Low gable, shingles

Walls
Vinyl Siding

# of Stories
1 Front, 2 Back

Moulding
Plain

Basement
None
1214 Craigvale Court

First Owner
N/A (Vacant)

PLAN SHAPE
Rectangular (Horizontal)

BASEMENT
None

ROOF TYPE
Low gable, shingles

WALLS
Wood, Vertical Plank

MOULDING
Plain

# OF STORIES
1 Front, 2 Back

CHIMNEY
Side, Right

CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION
Stone, Broken Course

WINDOWS
Horizontal Sliding

CLERESTORY WINDOWS
Fixed

ROOF TRIM
Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed

EXTERIOR COLORS
N/A (Vacant)
1217 Craigvale Court

First Owner
Leo G. Stahlhut

PLAN SHAPE
Rectangular (Horizontal)

BASEMENT
None

CHIMNEY
Side, Right

CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION
Stone, Broken Course

CLERESTORY WINDOWS
Fixed

WINDOWS
Horizontal Sliding

MOULDING
Plain

ROOF TRIM
Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed

# OF STORIES
1 Front, 2 Back

EXTERIOR COLORS

WOOD, Vertical Plank

WALLS
Low gable, shingles

ROOF TYPE
Wood, Vertical Plank

Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed
1227
Craigvale Court

First Owner
Lumir F. Siroky

PLAN SHAPE
Rectangular (Horizontal)

BASEMENT
None

CHIMNEY
Side, Right

CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION
Stone, Broken Course

BRICK TEXTURE
Garden Wall

MOULDING
Plain

# OF STORIES
1 Story

ROOF TYPE
Low gable, shingles

WALLS
Wood, Vertical Plank

WINDOWS
Single Sash

WINDOWS
Horizontal Sliding

ROOF TRIM
Eaves Projecting, Rafter Exposed

EXTERIOR COLORS

EXTERIOR COLORS
1235 Craigvale Court

First Owner
Stanley Baer

BASEMENT
None

ROOF TYPE
Low gable, shingles

WALLS
Wood, vertical Plank

PLAN SHAPE
Rectangular (Vertical)

CHIMNEY
Offset, right

CHIMNEY SIDE SLOPE

CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION
Stone, broken

CLERESTORY WINDOWS
Fixed

WINDOWS
Horizontal sliding

DOOR
Single leaf, 1 panel

ROOF TRIM
Corice boxed, plain

SILLS
Plain moulding

# OF STORIES
1 Story

EXTERIOR COLORS
First Owner
Jack A. Brizius

628 Craigwoods Drive

BASEMENT
None

ROOF TYPE
Low Gable

WALLS
Vertical Plank

PLAN SHAPE
L-shape

CHIMNEY
Side, West

CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION
Stretcher Bond

CLERESTORY WINDOWS
Fixed

WINDOWS
Horizontal sliding

ROOF TRIM
Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed

# OF STORIES
1

EXTERIOR COLORS

628 Craigwoods Drive
635 Craigwoods Drive
First Owner Siegfried Reinhardt

BASEMENT Partial
ROOF TYPE Low Gable
WALLS Vertical Plank

PLAN SHAPE Irregular
CHIMNEY Side, North
CHIMNEY Exterior
CONSTRUCTION Stretcher Bond

CLERESTORY WINDOWS Fixed
WINDOWS Horizontal sliding
ROOF TRIM Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed

# OF STORIES Irregular
EXTERIOR COLORS

635 Craigwoods Drive
First Owner Siegfried Reinhardt
636 Craigwoods Drive

First Owner
Norman J. Broadwell

BASEMENT
None

ROOF TYPE
Low gable, shingles

WALLS
Vertical Plank

PLAN SHAPE
Rectangular (Horizontal)

CHIMNEY
Side, left

CHIMNEY
Exterior

CLERESTORY WINDOWS
Fixed

WINDOWS
Horizontal sliding

EXT. SUPPORTS
Posts (Carport and Porch)

# OF STORIES
2

ROOF TRIM
Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed

EXTERIOR COLORS

636 Craigwoods Drive
First Owner
Norman J. Broadwell

BASEMENT
None

ROOF TYPE
Low gable, shingles

WALLS
Vertical Plank

PLAN SHAPE
Rectangular (Horizontal)

CHIMNEY
Side, left

CHIMNEY
Exterior

CLERESTORY WINDOWS
Fixed

WINDOWS
Horizontal sliding

EXT. SUPPORTS
Posts (Carport and Porch)

# OF STORIES
2

ROOF TRIM
Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed

EXTERIOR COLORS
645 Craigwoods Drive

First Owner
Vere C. Leigh

BASEMENT
None

ROOF TYPE
Low Gable

WALLS
Vertical Plank

PLAN SHAPE
Rectangular (Vertical)

CHIMNEY
Side, West

CHIMNEY SIDE SLOPE

CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION
Stretcher Bond

# OF STORIES
1 in front, 2 in back

CLERESTORY WINDOWS
Fixed

WINDOWS
Horizontal sliding

ROOF TRIM
Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed

EXTERIOR COLORS
646 Craigwoods Drive

First Owner
Roy C. Stiff

BASEMENT
None

PLAN SHAPE
Rectangular (Horizontal)

WALLS
Vertical Plank

WALL ACCENT
Stretcher Bond

EXT. SUPPORTS
Posts (Carport and Porch)

# OF STORIES
2 West, 1 East

ROOF TRIM
Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed

ROOF TYPE
Low gable, shingles

CHIMNEY
Side, North

CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION
Stone, Broken Course

CLERESTORY WINDOWS
Fixed

WINDOWS
Horizontal sliding

EXTERIOR COLORS

[Brown]

[Gray]
649 Craigwoods Drive

First Owner
Vernon L. Morelock

- **BASEMENT** None
- **ROOF TYPE** Low Gable
- **WALLS** Vertical Plank
- **PLAN SHAPE** L shape
- **CHIMNEY** Side, North
- **CHIMNEY** Exterior
- **CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION** Stretcher Bond
- **CLERESTORY WINDOWS** Fixed
- **WINDOWS** Horizontal sliding
- **ROOF TRIM** Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed

# OF STORIES
1 in front, 2 in back
653 Craigwoods Drive

**First Owner**
William J. Blatz

**BASEMENT**
None

**PLAN SHAPE**
Rectangular (Vertical)

**ROOF TYPE**
Low gable, shingles

**WALLS**
Wood, vertical Plank

**SILLS**
Plain moulding

**# OF STORIES**
1 in front, 2 in back

**CHIMNEY**
Side, left

**CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION**
Stone, broken course

**CLERESTORY WINDOWS**
Fixed

**WINDOWS**
Horizontal sliding

**DOOR**
Single leaf, 1 panel

**ROOF TRIM**
Cornice boxed, plain
654 Craigwoods Drive

First Owner
Raymond A. Pepping

- **Basement**: None
- **No. of Stories**: 1
- **Roof Type**: Low gable, shingles
- **Walls**: Vertical Plank
- **Plan Shape**: Rectangular (Horizontal)
- **Chimney**: Side, left
- **Chimney Construction**: Horizontal Plank
- **Sills**: Plain moulding
- **Ext. Supports**: Posts (Carport and Porch)
- **Roof Trim**: Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed
- **Windows**: Horizontal sliding
- **Clerestory Windows**: Fixed

**Exterior Colors**

- **Exterior Color**
- **Construction**: Horizontal Plank

**First Owner**
Raymond A. Pepping

**654 Craigwoods Drive**
First Owner
Harry R. Weisels trustee

657 Craigwoods Drive

PLAN SHAPE
Rectangular (Horizontal)

BASEMENT
Full

CHIMNEY
Offset, right

CHIMNEY
Exterior

CONSTRUCTION
Stone, broken course

SILLS
Plain moulding

EXT. SUPPORTS
Posts (entry)

ROOF TYPE
Low gable, shingles

WALLS
Wood, vertical Plank

# OF STORIES
1

DOOR
Single leaf, 1 panel

ROOF TRIM
Cornice boxed, plain

SILLS
Plain moulding

CLERESTORY WINDOWS
Fixed

WINDOWS
Horizontal sliding

FIRST OWNER
Harry R. Weisels trustee

EXTERIOR COLORS

657 Craigwoods Drive

First Owner
Harry R. Weisels trustee

657 Craigwoods Drive

First Owner
Harry R. Weisels trustee
661 Craigwoods Drive

First Owner
Rudolph F. Weinberger

BASEMENT
Full

PLAN SHAPE
H-shaped

ROOF TYPE
Low gable, shingles

WALLS
Wood, vertical Plank

CHIMNEY
Offset, left

CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION
Stone, broken course

SILLS
Plain moulding

EXT. SUPPORTS
Posts (entry)

# OF STORIES
1

CLERESTORY WINDOWS
Fixed

WINDOWS
Horizontal sliding

DOOR
Single leaf, 1 panel

ROOF TRIM
Cornice boxed, plain

EXTERIOR COLORS

EXTERIOR COLORS

EXTERIOR COLORS
First Owner
Louis E. Stagoski

BASEMENT
Full

PLAN SHAPE
Rectangular
Horizontal

PORCH TYPE
Platform

BASEMENT
Full

ROOF TYPE
Low gable,
shingles

CHIMNEY
Side, left

CHIMNEY
Exterior

CHIMNEY
Construction
Stone, broken
course

DOOR
Single leaf,
1 panel

SILLS
Plain moulding

EXT. SUPPORTS
Posts
(Carport and Porch)

# OF STORIES
1 Story

WALLS
Wood, vertical
Plank

WINDOWS
Horizontal sliding

CLERESTORY
Fixed

ROOF TRIM
Cornice boxed,
plain
670 Craigwoods Drive

**First Owner**
Robert M. Ward

- **BASEMENT** None
- **ROOF TYPE** Low Gable
- **WALLS** Vertical Plank
- **PLAN SHAPE** Rectangular
- **CHIMNEY** Side, West
- **CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION** Stretcher Bond
- **CLERESTORY WINDOWS** Fixed
- **WINDOWS** Horizontal sliding
- **EXT. SUPPORTS** Posts (Carport and Porch)
- **# OF STORIES** 1 Split
- **EXTERIOR COLORS**

**EXTERIOR COLORS**

**ROOF TRIM**
Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed
673 Craigwoods Drive

First Owner
Frank W. Rutherford

BASEMENT
None

ROOF TYPE
Low gable, shingles

WALLS
Wood, vertical Plank

PLAN SHAPE
T

CHIMNEY
Side, left

EX. SUPPORTS
Posts (Carport)

# OF STORIES
1 in front, 2 in back

SILLS
Plain moulding

CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION
Stone, broken course

DOOR
Single leaf, 1 panel

SILLS
Plain moulding

CLERESTORY
WINDOWS
Fixed

WINDOWS
Horizontal sliding

ROOF TRIM
Cornice boxed, plain

EXTERIOR COLORS
680 Craigwoods Drive

First Owner
Elmer W. Fox

BASEMENT
None

PLAN SHAPE
Rectangular
(Horizontal)

CHIMNEY
Side, North

CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION
Stone, Broken Course

ROOF TYPE
Low gable, shingles

WALLS
Vertical Plank

SILLS
Plain moulding

EXT. SUPPORTS
Posts (Carport and Porch)

# OF STORIES
2 South 1 North

DOOR
Single leaf, 6 panel

WINDOWS
Horizontal sliding

ROOF TRIM
Eaves Projecting, Rafters Exposed

EXTERIOR COLORS